. Inception V4 CNN architecture (Szegedy, 2016: Inception-v4, Inception-ResNet and the Impact of Residual Connections on Learning) with squeeze-and-excitation layers (Hu 2017: Squeezeand-Excitation Networks) after each inception block utilizing in this work. "Same" padding was used in all layers except for the Reduction Blocks, which used "valid" padding. The early convolution layers were modified from the traditional inception V4 architecture to account for the hyperspectral nature of the data used.
. Inception V4 CNN architecture (Szegedy, 2016: Inception-v4, Inception-ResNet and the Impact of Residual Connections on Learning) with squeeze-and-excitation layers (Hu 2017: Squeezeand-Excitation Networks) after each inception block utilizing in this work. "Same" padding was used in all layers except for the Reduction Blocks, which used "valid" padding. The early convolution layers were modified from the traditional inception V4 architecture to account for the hyperspectral nature of the data used. S2/S1 (a) (b) Figure S2 . Accuracy of ex-vivo tissue samples acquired. (a) The types of tissue samples acquired were all normal (N), primary tumor (T) specimen, or specimen at the tumor-normal (TN) margin. Accuracies shown are for the desired tissue type in the column. (b) The performance metrics when TN tissues and predictions were separated into T and N components for calculation of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV. For example, a true TN predicted as all T would count as both a true-positive and a false-positive; alternatively, a true T predicted as TN, would count as both a true-positive and a false-negative. Therefore, the 139 true TNs and 5 false predicted TNs are double counted, so the specimen total is now 437 instead of 293 specimens. 
